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Abstract - Finding frequent itemsets play an essential role in many data mining tasks that try to find interesting patterns from databases, such as association rules, correlations, sequences, episodes, classifiers, clusters and many more of which the mining of association rules is one of the most popular problems.

This paper proposed a new algorithm for mining frequent sequences that uses information collected during an earlier mining process to minimize the time and cost for finding new sequential patterns in the updated database. The algorithm is designed to work faster than the other approaches of such frequent pattern mining tasks. This could be useful for mining sequential patterns by applying this proposed algorithm than to mine sequential patterns using a standard algorithm, by dividing the database into an original database and an increment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The studies propose incremental frequent pattern mining method, which can discover sequential frequent pattern itemsets. It can efficiently identify all frequent itemsets that occur in incremental database in particular periods when the new transaction data are added into the original transaction database.

Consider an original and an incremental customer transaction database. Incremental database may contain new transactions for new customers. To calculate the itemset of sequential patterns in the updated database, we want to avoid counting everything from the scratch. Some main things one has to consider are as follows [2]:

- Find out all sequential patterns not frequent in the original database but become frequent with the increment.
- Observe all transactions in the original database which can be extended to become frequent.
- Old frequent sequences may become invalid when adding new entries.

II. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

This method is proposed by Rakesh Agrawal in 1993 [1,6,7,8,9]. Initially used for market basket analysis to find how frequent itemsets purchased by customers. It generates a set of rules to help understanding the relationships that might exist in data. It is used to find interesting associations and correlation relationship among large amount of itemsets. Association rules show attributes value conditions that occur frequently together in a given dataset. It works on “if-then” relationship. Customer buying habits by finding associations and correlations between the different items that customers place in their “shopping basket” is known as market basket analysis. Frequent patterns are pattern that appear frequently in a dataset example a set of items such as milk and bread that appear frequently in the transaction. Items that occur often together can be associated to each other together occurring items from a frequent itemsets. Frequent itemset mining leads to the discovery of associations and correlations among items in large data sets. The process analyzes customers between the different items that customers place in their shopping baskets.

III. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Most research of data mining has focused on the problem of mining association rules. Some research studies the time constraint data mining and sequence mining. In such a case, the data being mined has a timestamp, the data will increase with the time. If we re-run the algorithm of data mining to analyze the whole database including...
incremental data and original data, it is obviously inefficient and time consuming [2,3,4,5,6]. There are some popular algorithms used in data mining.

1. **Apriori Algorithm**: The name of algorithm is based on fact that algorithm uses level-wise search. Apriori uses generate & test approach. Generation of candidate itemsets is expensive in both space & time. Support counting is expensive while performing subset checking and multiple database scan.

2. **FP Growth**: Allow frequent itemsets, generating without candidate itemsets generation. It perform two step approach:
   a. Build a compact data structure called from FP tree.
   b. Extract frequent itemset directly from FP tree.

3. **FUP (Fast Update)**: Cheung and Han et al. [10] first proposed an algorithm, called FUP (Fast Update), for the incremental mining association rules. Subsequently, other researchers have proposed many algorithms [11,14,15,16,17] to solve the incremental updating association patterns. When new transactions are added to the database, the FUP algorithm updates the association rules in a database. Algorithm FUP is used the concept of Apriori and is designed to discover the new frequent itemsets iteratively.

4. **ISM (Incremental Sequence Mining)**: In [13], an algorithm called ISM (Incremental Sequence Mining) was proposed based on SPADE approach [18], which can update the frequent sequences when new transactions and new customers are added to the database. It builds an increment sequence Lattice that consists of all the frequent sequences and the negative border sequences [4]. When new data arrive, the incremental part is scanned once and the result of scanning the new data is merged into the Lattice. If the transaction database is very large, the size of negative border will be very large, which will consume a lot of memory [13].

5. **ISE (Incremental Sequence Extraction)**: In [12], an algorithm called ISE (Incremental Sequence Extraction) was proposed for mining frequent sequence, which generates candidates in the whole database by attaching the sequence of the incremental database to the frequent sequence of the original database. Therefore, it avoids keeping the large number of negative border sequences and re-computing those sequences when the data in the original database have been updated. However, since the ISE algorithm does not keep negative border sequences, it will need searching the database more. Furthermore, the ISE algorithm only extends the suffix of frequent sequence of the original database, but not extends the prefix of frequent sequence of the original database.

6. **IUS (Incrementally Updating Sequences)**: In [19], an efficient algorithm, called IUS (Incrementally updating sequences) for computing the frequent sequence when new data are added into the origin database. The IUS algorithm minimizes computing costs by reusing the negative border sequence and frequent sequence in the original database.

7. **UWEP (Updated With Early Pruning)**: The UWEP is based on partition algorithm [20] in data mining. The major advantage of UWEP is to construct a transaction list for each larger itemsets by scanning the database exactly twice.

8. **AprioriAll**: Each itemset in a large sequence must have minimum support. Any large sequence must be a list of itemsets [7,8]. Finding all sequential patterns in five phases:-
   a. Sort Phase
   b. Litemset Phase
   c. Transformation Phase
   d. Sequence Phase
   e. Maximal Phase

### IV. Problem Statement

Let Database $D$ with item transactions and $db$ be the incremental updates of this database. The database displays only the items purchased. While the quantities of items purchased are not concerned. The task is to find the maximal sequences among all sequences in the given a database $D$ of transactions with the incremental $db$ datasets which are added after a time period. Each such maximal sequence represents a sequential pattern, which is the output of proposed algorithm.
V. AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR FINDING FREQUENT ITEMSET IN INCREMENTAL DATABASE

The proposed algorithm follows the approaches of UWEP and AprioriAll. It prunes an item set that will become small from the set of generated candidates as early as possible by a dynamic look ahead pruning strategy. It generates and counts the less number of candidates in the new database.

The Length of a sequence is the number of itemsets in the sequence. A sequence of length \( k \) is called \( k \)-sequence. A sequence concatenated from sequences \( x \) and \( y \) is denoted by \( x.y \). \( DB \) is the original database, while \( db \) is the increment database. \( U = DB \cup db \) is the updated database containing all sequences from \( DB \) and \( db \). \( L^DB \) is the set of frequent sequences in \( DB \). The task is to find frequent sequences in \( U \), noted \( L^U \).

VI. MAIN ALGORITHM

1) \( FS( DB, db, LD, minsup) \)
2) \( C^1_{db} = \) all 1- sequence in \( db \)
3) \( k=1 \) while \( C^K_{db} = \) f do
4) find the counts of all the sequences of \( C^K_{db} \) in \( db \)
5) \( T^K_{db} = \) All \( K \)-sequence in \( C^K_{db} \) with support \( \geq \) minsup in \( db \)
6) \( P\_set = L^K_{DB} - T^K_{db} \)
7) if \( P\_set = \) f then
   i) start_prune(\( P\_set \))
8) end if
9) for all \( X \in T^K_{db} \) do
   a) if \( X \in LD_B \) then
      i) Add \( X \) to \( LD_B + db \) and \( L^K_{db} \)
   b) else find sup_{DB}(X)
      i) if \( X \) is frequent in \( DB + db \) then
         ii) Add \( X \) to \( LD_B + db \) and \( L_{db} \)
      iii) end if
10) end if
11) end for
12) \( k = k+1 \)
13) \( C^K_{db} = \) generate_candidate(\( L^K_{db} - 1 \))
14) End while
15) for \( k=n; k>1; k-- \) do
   a) for each \( k \)-sequences \( S_k \) do
      b) delete all subsequences from \( LD_B + db \)
16) end for

VII. PRUNING ALGORITHM

7.1.1 Start_prune(\( P\_set \))
7.2.1 While \( P\_set = \) f do
7.3.1 \( X = \) first element of \( P\_set \)
7.4.1 find sup_{db}(X)
7.5.1 If \( X \) is not frequent in \( DB + db \) then
   a) remove \( X \) and its supersets from \( LD_B \)
   b) remove \( X \) and its supersets from \( P\_set \)
7.6.1 else
   a) append supersets of \( X \) in \( LD_B \) to \( P\_set \)
   b) add \( X \) to \( LD_B + db \) and remove \( X \) from \( LD_B \)
VIII. CONCLUSION

We developed a new method that considers sequential data mining of retail websites as an effective tool that participates greatly in having well-structured retail websites. The advantage of our method is that it saves a lot of maintenance efforts needed in the future. The proposed algorithm generates less number of candidate sets due to its look ahead pruning strategy. It traverses on the old database only where it is really required. The algorithm can be used in the fields where the database is dynamic.

We also presented a new measure that defines the interestingness of frequent itemsets. The interestingness measure is based on the idea that interesting frequent itemsets are supported by many recent transactions. This method can be used either as a preprocessing step to search for frequent itemsets within a determined interval, or as an extension to the Apriori algorithm to prune non-interesting frequent itemsets. A huge number of possible sequential patterns are hidden in databases. A mining algorithm should find the complete set of patterns, when possible, satisfying the minimum support (frequency) threshold be highly efficient, scalable, involving only a small number of database scans be able to incorporate various kinds of user-specific constraints.

The general problem of updating the transaction database includes also the deletion of transaction. Discover the new set of frequent itemsets after changing the support threshold. An improvement in the performance of the developed algorithm can be achieved by a well choice of the data structure. As a future work to our method of using data mining to support sequential frequent pattern mining process, our method can be tested on synthetic and real life datasets. Through these results, the customers influence each other in the decision of buying some product. In this way, the purchasing process can be modeled much more realistically.
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